POOL RULES
For your safety, the following rules are required to be observed:

★ Obey Lifeguards, they are here for your safety
★ Walk, NO running or horseplay on deck
★ Diving is permitted from the diving boards ONLY
★ Gum, Candy, Glass or food is not permitted in the pool areas
★ Water wings and inflatable supports are not permitted, US Coast Guard approved flotation devices only
★ One adult per child 5 and under – young children and non-swimmers must be within arm’s reach of parent/guardian
★ Hanging on lane or float lines is prohibited
★ Kickboards are for use in the lap lanes only
★ Public displays of affection are prohibited
★ Smoking, vaping or use of tobacco products are prohibited
★ Alcohol is prohibited
★ Thong swimsuits are prohibited
★ Only service animals are permitted in the pool area but are not permitted in the water